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Description: Full version of the game about Diva Mizuki and some of her new adventures. She needs some help of her neighbor Baka to sort things in her basement. But kid is not used to work so hard so she'll try to make him feel better. Updated: 2021-04-19, Posted: 2015-08-07 No way to easily find what you have to click, barely any dialogue besides the
same ones every in-game day, no way to get that blanket off her when sleeping together, the sex on her bed when you unlock kissing is a huge turnoff, no instructions on the card game, those awful water drinking segments with some of the most laughable physics in history can be really irritating, the chick assaulted you on your sleep to suck your cock
but you cant even touch her tits talk about gameplay. Imouto Life Mochrome is much more complete, well-made and passionate than this, and while this is more than good, a good 10th place game. I played it a few days ago. Anyway i played it well, mostly because i have some sort of imagination of what i want in a game, but not too much, at least what
comes up in hentai games in general, which is ok. And what i really liked, and that you absolutely should try and play it with other people, is the illustrations that you get upon unlocking each of the mini games. Each new one is really fun, different, original, creative, sexy and well made. The manga that comes with the game is more limited than the ones

that come with most hentai games, just on certain topics (bitches, sex and sometimes cuddling) but it goes really well with the game, it gives you the atmosphere of the game and you also get to read a manga here and there.
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teenager baka is the most faithful fan of the sexy blonde mizuki tachibana. he lives on the next street and
spends a lot of time in the toilet dreaming about her huge bouncy tits and today is his lucky day, miss mizuki
has forgot to close the window and baka can easily spy on her in the shower! just gonna leave a little review.

overall okay game definitely needed some sort of polishing though the water drinking contest was really
buggy, the controls arent what they seem. dont know what they meant by fight scenes or the scenes only
played a solid hour but beat the game was stuck just before the last affection level even though i went a

solid 3 days doing every possible h scene. i give maybe a 4/10 teenager baka is the most faithful fan of the
sexy blonde mizuki tachibana. he lives on the next street and spends a lot of time in the toilet dreaming

about her huge bouncy tits and today is his lucky day, miss mizuki has forgot to close the window and baka
can easily spy on her in the shower! description: this adult game is really funny. baka is a teenage nerd who

loves his sexy neighbour mizuki tachibana. she likes to shower and play with her juicy boobs and sweet
pussy. today baka has an opportunity to peek on this and stroke his big cock. but be careful, don't get

caught. at the end diva mizuki will let you fuck her. updated: 2018-12-10, posted: 2013-03-18 description:
full version of the game about diva mizuki and some of her new adventures. she needs some help of her

neighbor baka to sort things in her basement. but kid is not used to work so hard so she'll try to make him
feel better. updated: 2021-04-19, posted: 2015-08-07 5ec8ef588b
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